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Act iv i t y : 'Mak ingaMovab leHorse ' (10  -  15  minu tes)

Grrde Level: K- 2

Meterials: Numerous horse templates (Copy and cut out horses from Horseless Horse Book)
Scissors Pencils
Cravons or markers Paper fasteners

Provide a demonstation on tacing cutting, coloring and assernbling the horse. Have children create tleir own
movable horse. Once all children have finished, sit in a circle and have each show and talk about their horse.

Application:
- Have the children practice gaits on their own movable horses.

IJOOKINGWTIIIIN-

Activitv: sRecognizing the Horsets Gaitst (5 - 7 minutes)

Grade Lcvek K-2

Materials: Ahorse andrider

Have a horse and rider demonstate the walk, trot, and canter. Explain that a gait is a way of moving, and that
people have gaits too; the walq jog skip, gallop, and run to name a few. Explain what each gait of the horse
is called. While the rider is demonstrating, ask the children to describe the characteristics of each gait.
While the rider is exhibiting a canter, explain what is meant by the term lead when referring to the canter.
Have the children as a group observe the lead at the canter.

Application:
- Have a rider exhibit differe,nt gaits and ask the children to describe and name the gaits and leads.

Activity:

Gradehvel:

Materials:

cTalk About It' (3 - 5 minutes)

K - 2

None

Have the children sit in a circle. Ask the children to review the diferent gaits and why leads are important.
'Which of the horse's gaits is the slowest?" *Which gait is the fastest?' *Which gait has two beats?" *Which

gait has three beats?' "How can you tell which lead the horse is on?"

ry. BRINGING CLOSURE...

Activity: 'StickHorse Activity'(5 - 7 minutes)

Grade Level: K-2

Materials: One stick horse or broom per child.

Have the children form a large circle with their stick horses. Ask the children to stand with both arms extended
out. They should not be able to touch one another. Ask the children to walk, trot, and canter / gallop with their
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horses. Be sre to request correct leads. After each gait has been e:&ibit€{ have the children reverse direction
and exhibit their gaits. Once all gaits have been extribitd in both directions, have the children line up and back
their hmses. Be sure to provide positive guidance to each participant.

VNL GOINGBEYOND*

Ploy Simm Says. In fis game all of the actions are gaits and movement characteristics. Try some of these:
walk like a draft horse, run like a race horse, trot like a park hose. @emernber that young children do not like
to lose, so leave out the part of the game that eliminates poor listeners.)

Wrfterr: Jennifer S. Kessler - Agricultrnal &lucation Teaoher, Buckeye Valley High School
Barb Phares - 4-H Agent , Assistant Professor, Mencer Comty
Deb Wolters - 4-H Advisor, Mercer County
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Saddlebred
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